How technology aids the fight against corruption with EFCC
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@Voiceagainstco @officialEFCC Please share on your twitter handle/social media, whatsapp and follow the conversation with #VoicesAgainstCorruption
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Say No To Corruption #VoicesAgainstCorruption  Cc: @cleenfoundation
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#VoicesAgainstCorruption to host EFCC on TweetChat May 3  
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#VoicesAgainstCorruption to host EFCC on TweetChat May 3

CLEEN Foundation (formerly known as Centre for Law Enforcement Education), non governmental organization established in January
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faces3sixty.xyz/2018/04/26/cleen-foundation-launches-voices-against-corruption-campaign-
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Happy Workers' Day from all of us at the EFCC. #TheEagle invites you to join the #VoicesAgainstCorruption

What is the EFCC doing with regards yesterday's judgement meted out to the Lawyer (1 month inprisonment)? I think you should appeal the sentence to serve as a deterrent to other lawyers if you are really serious in the fight against corruption.
Retweeted EFCC Nigeria (@officialEFCC):

Happy Workers' Day from all of us at the EFCC. #TheEagle invites you to join the #VoicesAgainstCorruption
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#Pulitzer #PeoplesVote #creditscore #VoicesAgainstCorruption #VoiceSearch #Webdesign #webarchiving
twitter.com/washingtonpost...
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Join #VoicesAgainstCorruption campaign tomorrow 3rd May 2018 as we discuss How Technology aids the fight against corruption with @officialEFCC
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Join #VoicesAgainstCorruption campaign tomorrow 3rd May 2018 as we discuss How Technology aids the fight against corruption with @officialEFCC
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EFCC Nigeria @officialEFCC

Join the #VoicesAgainstCorruption #tweetchat by 11.30am today anchored by @Voiceagainstco in partnership with @cleenfoundation @TrustAfrica as we discuss how technology can aid the fight against corruption.
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Join the #VoicesAgainstCorruption supported by @cleenfoundation & @TrustAfrica for a tweet meet today at 11.30am (10.30 GMT) with EFCC Nigeria @officialEFCC titled: How Can technology aid the fight against Corruption. Follow @Voiceagainstco Send in your questions and comments.
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Retweeted EFCC Nigeria (@officialEFCC):

Join the #VoicesAgainstCorruption #tweetchat by 11.30am today anchored by @Voiceagainstco in partnership with @cleenfoundation @TrustAfrica as we discuss how technology can aid the fight against corruption.
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@voiceagainstco #voicesagainstcorruption technology has pretty fine in this fight. We need more forensic lab to advance verification of alibi
A very good morning to everyone. Please join us at 11:30am as we discuss How Technology aids the fight against corruption
#VoicesAgainstCorruption
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Join the #VoicesAgainstCorruption Campaign #tweetchat by 11.30am today anchored by @Voiceagainstco in partnership with @cleenfoundation @TrustAfrica as we discuss how technology can aid the fight against corruption.
Happening Soon #VoicesAgainstCorruption discussion on How technology aids the fight against corruption with @officialEFCC
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Starting Now! #VoicesAgainstCorruption supported by @cleenfoundation & @TrustAfrica tweet meet with EFCC Nigeria @officialEFCC titled: How Can technology aid the fight against Corruption. Follow @Voiceagainstco and send in your questions and comments.
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#VoicesAgainstCorruption Welcome to the live tweet conversation with @officialEFCC
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@officialEFCC Q1. How can the current fight against corruption be sustained and become a citizens-led initiative?
#VoicesAgainstCorruption
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Replying to @Voiceagainstco
Thank you for having us on the #VoicesAgainstCorruption #tweetchat
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#VoicesAgainstCorruption twitter.com/officialEFCC/s…
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@officialEFCC Q2. On the right to accessing information; why do ministries, departments, and agencies often refuse to open up? #VoicesAgainstCorruption
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